Introduction (I of 2)
In-situ exploration of Titan was given high priority in the: -Solar System Exploration (SSE) Dccadal Survey (NRC. 2(03) , and in the -SSE Roadmap (NASA, 2005) 
included missions concepts for Titan exploration
The Cassini-Huygens mission further increased scientific interest in Titan
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In-situ exploration could be achieved through multiple mission architectures, ranging from New Frontiers (-$700M) class to Flagship class ($1.48+)
NF class: may utilize a single element (e.g., an orbiter or an in-situ explorer) -Flagship class: may usc multiple elements, including both an orbiter and in-situ clements, or a larger in-situ element.
In-situ concepts could be (with increasing complexity):
Probe I Static lander: similar in functionality to Huygens, but may vary in size; -Bal1oon: only vertical control for surface access, its mass (and thus payload mass) would be limited, compared to a surface based asset. -Surface rover: significant traversing, similar 10 MER I MSL -Aerobot: all axis control and good surface access, but again, limited in payload mass compared 10 a surface based mission. .n ''''' ""
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·lnilial calculations for. Delta IV-H UV (shown above); -It is higher than the mass allocation requirement calculated for a single rover; -The delivered mass is scaled fOf an Alias 501 (based on assumptions on cruise phase mass fraction. deep space maneuver mass fraction and an added conservative 30% contingency on the total mass); -(It is recommended to recalculate these mass values for this smaller UV case in future analyses.) -The entry velocity is comparable to that at Mars, therefore. the same TPS could be used for the aeroshell as on the Mars In-situ landers. ."
Minkin Ar<:hiltc:ture Trsdn -2 or 3:
Launch Vehicle Options
Atlas 50 I (wi 5 m fairing) could deliver -800 kg to Titan (baselincd option) using an MMRTG would increase the rover mass by less than 5%. -However, the mass savings with an Advanced RPS could be traded for additional payload, thus enhancing science return.
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